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According to the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, Florida is ranked seventh in 
the United States for fresh seafood production with 99.2 milllion pounds harvested and a market value 
of $257.7 million. Specifically, Florida ranks number one in grouper, pompano, mullet, stone crab, pink 
shrimp, and several others. Due to being a main contestor in the market, we decided that Tampa, 
Florida is an excellent location to have an upscale seafood restaurant.

The Market

The Brand

The Audience

We are striving to reveal a professional, sophisticated, and memorable brand. Bayview aims to offer our 
guests a unique experience with delicious seafood cuisine. Our core values include respect, excellence in 
hospitality, teamwork, and economic sustainability. With a consistent color scheme and waterside
attraction, we are aiming to be the number one seafood restaurant in Tampa. 

Our target market is adults from ages around 25-65. The average income of our target market ranges 
from $60,000+ annually. We are targeting people who enjoy seafood, fine dining, and the outdoors. We 
are generally aiming to attracting couples and sucessful business men and women. 



Logo Design
Black & White:
We chose to create the shape of the 
lettering to make the shape of a fish. We 
decided on black and white to reveal brand 
as fine dining and sophisticated. 

Color Backing:
We chose to use the blue background 
on our packaging and business cards 
to reflect the view of the bay our 
guests see while dining at Bayview. 

Black & White Circle:
We decided to create a reverse black and 
white logo for certain situations where it is 
more suitable and asthetically pleasing. 

Color:
We created the blue color from below.



Business Cards
Front:

Back:



Menus
Social Media Header
Facebook (851 x 351px)

Twitter (1500 x 500 px)

This photo is used in both the header and the business card for consistency. We liked the photo because it is a tasteful 
way to portray our food with adhering to the oyster bar. The two different mediums are very similar. The main difference 
are the dimentions for Facebook and Twitter. We used the same font, font size, and information on each. 
To remain consistent, we chose the same font as our social media headers and business cards. We also chose to have 
the back of the business card mirror the packaging to remain consistent. This way, every aspect of our 
marketing ties together in some way.
Fonts Used for “Bayview and information: MSPMincho. 
Fonts used for “Seafood and Oyster Bar: Kenedy Sm Caps.



Menu
Menu Design:
For our menu design, we decied to use the same 
fonts and use the blue design that is used on 
severl other of our marketing
products. The menu remains consistent in 
following our overall brand identity and color 
scheme.

Menu Board:
The menu board reveals that the dining 
experience is upscale, yet not enough to 
take away from our calm, oceanic brand 
identity. 
We will present our menu on a this wooden 
board that contains our logo carved on the 
back and the thick paper on the front for 



Take Out

For our takeout 
containers, we decided to 
keep them white in order 
to use the blue water color 
splodge for a dynamic look. 
The black logo is used to 
effectivly be shown 
contrasted with the blue icon. 
The takeout containers also 
resemble the back of our 
business cards for 
consistency.  


